
CS 125
Lab 5
String Method Exercises
Try each of the following in the Python shell:

1. “hello, world”.upper()
2. “Happy Holidays”.lower()
3. “The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.”.count(“o”)
4. “Hello, world”.endswith(“orld”)
5. “Hello, {}”.format(“World!”)

Come up with expressions using string methods that do each of the following:
1. Write an expression that counts the number of p’s in “apple”.
2. Write a single expression that finds the index of the second v in the string “Covid

vaccine”.
3. Write an expression that replaces the n’s in “runner” by b’s.
4. Write an expression changes dicarbon oxide (C2O) to dihydrogen oxide (H2O) by

replacing the C with an H.
5. By chaining calls to the replace method, replace all of the spaces in the string

“This is a string with several spaces” by underscores.

String Indexes
You can extract individual characters from a string using the string index. The charac-
ters are numbered starting from 0.
Do the following exercises in the Python shell.
Define a string like this:
s = "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"

Now extract the first character using index 0:
s[0]

Extract each of the characters from b to d using indexes: s[1] etc.

Negative Indexes
Next try a negative index. s[-1] gives the last character, s[-2] the next to last, etc.
Negative indexes start from the right end of the string and are numbered starting with
-1.



Slicing Strings
A slice gives part of a string. With a slice, you give a starting index and an ending
index. However, the ending index is not included.
Try
s[0:5]

This should give you the characters numbered 0 through 4.
Try
s[2:5]

This gives the characters numbered 2 through 4.
If you leave out the starting index, it starts from the beginning. Try
s[:5]

If you leave out the ending index, it goes from the start to the end of the string. Try
s[5:]

Slicing With Increments
You can also specify an increment (meaning the amount to move to the right for the
next character). Normally the increment is 1.
Try
s[0:26:2]

How would you extract every third character starting with “e”?
Every fifth character starting with “a”?

Negative Increments
If an increment is negative, the slice goes backwards through the string. So the starting
point has to be to the right of the ending point.
See if you can guess what this does:
s[6:3:-1]

Or this:
s[-1:-6:-1]

In order to reverse the entire string, you need to start at the right end and end at the 0
position with an increment of -1. See if you can do it. But remember, the end position
you specify is not included in the slice. How do you say to go all the way to the end?



If you can’t figure out how to reverse the entire string, ask for help.

A Reverse Function
Create a file called palindromes.py and write a function called reverse that takes a
single parameter (a string) and returns its reverse, using slicing.
>>> reverse("abc")
'cba'
>>> reverse("1234567")
'7654321'

Test your function

Identifying Palindromes
A palindrome is a string that reads the same forwards or backwards, like “radar” or
“100001”.
In the palindromes.py file, add a function called is_palindrome. It takes a single
parameter (a string) and returns True if the string is a palindrome and otherwise False.
Hint: check whether the string is equal to its reverse. Use the reverse function.
>>> is_palindrome("radar")
True
>>> is_palindrome("raider")
False
>>> is_palindrome("X")
True

Test your function.

A Function for Making Palindromes
In the palindromes.py file, add a function called make_palindrome. It takes a single
parameter (a string) and returns a palindrome that is constructed by joining the string
to its reverse using the + operator with a # in between.
>>> make_palindrome("foobar")
'foobar#raboof'
>>> make_palindrome("xyzzy")
'xyzzy#yzzyx'
>>> make_palindrome("not a palindrome")
'not a palindrome#emordnilap a ton'

Test your function.



The Format Method
The string class has a method called format that works like this: any occurrences of {}
in the string are replaced by the values of the arguments to format. The number of
arguments has to be the same as the number of occurrences of {} in the string.
>>> x = 2
>>> y = 3
>>> "{} + {} = {}".format(2, 3, 2 + 3)
'2 + 3 = 5'

In this example, the format string is "{} + {} = {}". The first {} is replaced by 2, the
second by 3, and the third by the value of 2 + 3 which is 5.
Try using the format method to produce the following string:
"10! = 3628800"

by using the format method with a format string and the arguments 10 and
math.factorial(10).

Square Palindromes
Write a program called square.py. It will import the functions from palindromes.py.
It will prompt for a number and use input to read it. Convert the number to an int. If
the square of the number is a palindrome, it will print a line like this:
> python square.py
Enter a number: 11
11^2 = 121 which is a palindrome
> python square.py
Enter a number: 798644
798644^2 = 637832238736 which is a palindrome

If the square of the number is not a palindrome, print a line like this:
> python square.py
Enter a number: 12
12^2 = 144 which is not a palindrome

Use the is_palindrome function to determine whether the number is a palindrome and
the format method to print the output line.
Hint: after you square the number, you can turn a number back into a string using the
str function. You’ll need to do this with the square of the number before you test to see
if it’s a palindrome.
>>> n = 100
>>> n
100



>>> str(n)
'100'

Turn in your program with the assignment name square.

Making Palindromes
Write a program called makepal.py It also needs to import the functions from palin-
dromes.py.
It will prompt for a string and use the make_palindrome function to turn the string
into a palindrome and print it out.
> python makepal.py
Enter a string: foobar
The palindrome is: foobar#raboof
> python makepal.py
Enter a string: a longer string
The palindrome is: a longer string#gnirts regnol a

Turn in your program with the assignment name makepal.
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